FORBIDDEN JOURNEY
our friend Gunzun threw a propitiatory pebble on a great
"obo," one of the mounds of stones that, following a custom
thousands of years old, are piled up at intervals along the
highways of Asia.
Arrived in the middle of the new plain, we waited for the
caravan. A little further on, the Prince, facing towards
Lhasa, was at his prayers, with Gunzun holding his horse at
a respectful distance. Whether because he was timid or
whether he was anxious not to commit himself with foreigners
whose aims were dubious, the Prince continued to keep him-
self to himself. Only once had he made any overtures to us,
and then only from a desire to handle Peter's gun.
Peter and I were talking.
"What wouldn't I give now," said he, "to see a waiter
appearing with a mountain of scrambled eggs and slices of
chicken in one hand and to-day's Times in the other!5*
I agreed about the eggs—but The Times! To me Europe
seemed so far away that it might as well be dead, I
could not understand his wanting The Times.
It was very cold and that night I heard wolves. Just as they
did all day, the Mongols went about with chest and shoulder
bared at five o'clock in the morning when they were loading
up the camels. I saw them putting blocks of ice into sacks.
It meant that there was no water where we were to camp
in the evening.
The horses marched uneasily over ground that, here and
there, rose in swellings which gave way under their feet. In
every direction there were marks—wide arrows within
circles—of the hoofs of wild asses*
For several days there had been talk of these kulans.
Now suddenly Li, who was riding beside me, cried: 'There
are some!'* At first I could only make out, far away, a series
of light specks that might have been antelopes. Then, raising
spirals of dust, the pretty creatures fled, but in single file
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